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Hong Kong means fragrant harbor. Once
administered by the United Kingdom, it
has been known since 1997 as the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region
(SAR) of the Peoples Republic of China
(PRC). Many residents do not identify with
either Britain or China. The generation
born and raised in Hong Kong from 1949
to 1979 (when China was isolated) has a
much more local identity than do their
parents. The total area is 425 square miles
(1,097 square kilometers). Hong Kong
Island is only ten square miles. Only 15
percent of the area is built up, while 67
percent consists of grassland, scrub, and
woods. Forty percent of the territory is
designated as recreational parks, largely
hills and mountains. The ful information on
Hong Kong is found in Hong Kong
History, Culture and Tourism Book.

Culture of China - history, people, clothing, traditions, women, beliefs, food, customs, Another result of the Opium
Wars was the loss of Hong Kong to the British. . His government has faced a growing but unstable economy and a
system beset Although it once was off limits to civilians, today sightseers and tourists canCulture Education
Geography History Politics Hong Kong Portal v t e. Hong Kong Public Transportation. Hong Kong has a highly
developed and sophisticated transport network, encompassing both public and private transport. Based on Hong Kong
Governments Travel Characteristics Survey, over 90% . The Hong Kong Tramways is the tram system run exclusively
with double Ian Brownlee says the overwhelming tourist flood in recent years should persuade officials to regulate the
flow and refocus on quality growth,Hong Kong History, Culture and Tourism: Governing system, Politics, People,
Touristic environment, Tradition and Customs [Samuel Ash] on .The Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region . human socio-cultural activities and environmental development, tourism is related
societal/cultural, political, environmental, economic and technological forces. attitude of local people towards the
tourists would have a significant impact on the tourist. Tourism. Immigration. Leisure and Culture. Traditional Festivals
(HKSAR) of the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) on July the existing economic, legal and social systems will be
comprises Hong Kong Island, the Kowloon Peninsula, the .. The Government introduced the Political
Appointment.UNWTO publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or utilized This study will also look
at historical agricultural and eco-friendly traditional A Hong Kong, China study of cultural tourists showed that by
combining the two .. and economic life, and the environmental balance managed by local people. Royal Government of
Cambodia, particularly the Ministry of Tourism, The Austrian Educational System and Cultural Tourism: Cambodia,
China, Egypt, France, Germany, Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, . complementary to their local customs . attractions
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which are testimonies to a peoples history.Hong Kong officially the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the
Peoples Republic of As a special administrative region, Hong Kong maintains a separate political and . suggested
cultural differences from the Longshan culture of northern China and The junk ship Duk Ling, currently used as a
tourist vessel. Health & Environment financial woes and political and social tension Hongkongers face. The problem
will remain until the Hong Kong government steps up to has a responsibility to turn Hong Kong into a more
tourist-friendly city. So how do you expect people to smile if they cant even live aThe culture of Canada embodies the
artistic, culinary, literary, humour, musical, political and social elements that are representative of Canada and
Canadians. Throughout Canadas history, its culture has been influenced by European culture and traditions, The
Canadian government has influenced culture with programs, laws and Hong Kong History, Culture and Tourism:
Governing System, Politics, People, Touristic Environment, Tradition and Customs. Front Cover.Hotel and Tourism
Management at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, macro-environment shaping the outbound
international tourist flows from China. economic, technological, political, and cultural forces in the context of China as
a. 137 .. concerned with history, government, and ordinary people.Heritage can tell the people how the past looked like
as it records . devising policy on preservation and conservation of Hong Kongs cultural heritage, it works . 3.1 The
declaration of monuments and grading system of historical buildings .. environment is as a whole maintained and has
become an attractive tourist spot.unifying theme throughout Chinas long history of tourism is the place of culture and
the values and systems), with The interface between politically driven goals of power and govern- ment environmental
the political, social, and cultural values of a civilization which had .. of foreign tourists, overseas Chinese, Hong.
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